
Animation Scripts & Tubular Neon
Tubular Neon has some unique capabilities.  Not only does it paint with a dimensionally shaded tubular brush stroke, you can actually make the
surface of that tubular stroke move.  ItÕs really simple.  All you have to do is record your brush stroke using PainterÕs script recorder.  This tutorial
will show you how.  

The big advantage of Tubular Neon, is you can paint or write with 3D like tubular extrusions in real-time.  You can also choose surface
characteristics such as shiny or matte surface reflectivity, or virtual texture mapping.  You can also employ rotational patterning that provides for
spiral or other types of animated rotations.  Best of all, these animations can be created very quickly once you understand the process.  

Given todayÕs emphasis on web graphics, the most obvious application is for text.  Other opportunities are available as well, and as bandwidth
increases, creative opportunities expand.  For example, fully dimensional patterned illustrations that move are easily obtainable.  Even with the
current bandwidth limitations, two uses come to mind as well.  One creates tiling animated backgrounds while another employs animated buttons.
Tubular Neon can do both quite easily and subsequent tutorials will address those techniques as well.

1) To start, youÕll need a Neon nozzle and brush library.  If you donÕt own the Tubular Neon CD, use
the sample libraries weÕve provided with this tutorial.  Copy them library to your hard drive.  

2) Launch Painter.  When Painter is open, load the two libraries by selecting the Load Library
command found at the bottom of the Nozzle and Brush palette lists, just below the blue bar.

3) Choose the Ranks: Random brush.  Then set the Scale slider on the Nozzle palette to 39% or so.
If youÕre using Painter 6, load the P6 Brushes.  Painter 6 has the ability to change nozzle size
based on pen pressure, which can be very cool.  Painter 6 also has a variety of other adjustments,
and these have already been set for you in the P6 Brushes.  

Your brush and nozzle palettes should looks something like this. 



4) Once the libraries are loaded, open a New "image"
(Cmd + N or Cntrl + N) making it 600 pixels wide
by 300 pixels high.  YouÕll use this file to create
your animation script as well as the corresponding
text shadow youÕll apply across the frames.

5) Pull down the Scripts menu on the Scripts palette
and deselect the Record Initial State checkbox.
Select OK.

Eliminating Record Initial State limits the script to
recording only what you draw with the pen.  That
means you can run the script later and change the
rank, grain, nozzle or any other setting.  

6) If youÕre using Painter 6, open a transparent layer.  YouÕll want to paint on it directly.  If
youÕre using an earlier version of Painter, you can paint directly on the background canvas.

7) Once youÕre ready to draw, click on the red button to begin recording the script.  



8) Here are a few tips worth remembering when recording like this.  First, donÕt cross t's or dot iÕs.  Save that for the framestack and use a layer to
composite it and use a clone brush to match pattern.  Second, I often try several times before getting something legible.  If you make mistakes
too, just stop the script by clicking on the square "stop" button.  Cancel the Name the Script prompt and use Undo (Cmd + Z or Cntrl + Z).  

9) When youÕve drawn a "keeper," name the script.  You now have a tubular graphic, and the means of duplicating it in a movie via the script.  

10) The right kind of shadow can really sell the 3D look.  First, youÕll need a layer.  If youÕre using Painter 5, select Float from the Select menu to
convert the graphic selection (marching ants) to a layer.  If youÕre using Painter 6, you should already have a layer (see 6 above).  

11) Select Create Drop Shadow from the Effects Objects menu and make a shadow of the graphic. 

12) Once you have a drop shadow, select the Orientation: Distort filter on the Effects menu.

13) Use the grabbers to distort the shadow so it appears to lie flat beneath the graphic.

14) When you have the shadow the way you want it, Save the file.  YouÕre ready to make the animation.



15) Open a new "Movie" with 5 frames.  Choose as
many onionskin layers as you like.

16) After the frame stack is created, select Apply Script
To Movie from the Movie command menu. 

17) Select the script and Playback.

18)  You now have graphic for each frame in the movie.  Further, they will
create illusion of a rotational motion when the frames are played as animation.
ThatÕs because each graphic is a little different than the other. 

The brush is applying the nozzle elements using the Random rank setting.
Since each frame is a separate graphic, a uniquely sequence of random
elements are applied.  That randomization creates the rotation illusion.

19) Oh yeah, because you recorded
the script without "Record
Initial State," you can playback
the script using different Rank,
Grain, or Opacity Settings.
With Painter 6, you can also
change the size relationships.  



20) I usually switch to AdobeÕs ImageReady about this time because the animation tools and controls are a lot better.  For the purposes of this
tutorial, weÕll stay in Painter.

21) Open the file with the flattened shadow and Copy the shadow layer.

22) Make the movie window active
and select the first frame on the
frame stack.

23) Paste the shadow layer into the
image and position it.  What
youÕre going to do is apply the
layer across the frames.

24) Simply click on each frame in
the frame stack until each has a
shadow applied.  

25) Select frame 1 again
and delete the shadow
layer.  

26) ThatÕs it.  YouÕre done.
Save the movie as a
GIF animation.



27) If you plan to do more work with the animation using another program like ImageReady or Gifmation, choose the 256 color setting when you
save.  You can always reduce the colors later.

A Few Tips & Tricks,

Playback the same script in another movie, but first move the rank slider to Sequential.  YouÕll get a spiraling rotation along the path of the graphic.
If the spiral isnÕt smooth throughout the animation, add frames and run the script again.  A sixteen frame movie will be more than enough to smooth
the animation, but it may still jerk if thereÕs a sequential gap between the last and first frames when it loops.  Trim frames off the end so that the last
frame makes a smooth transition to the first frame when played as a loop.  

Once you have a smooth loop, remove even numbered frames (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 for example) to reduce the size of the file.  But be careful.  When
you remove frame two, the other frames automatically renumber themselves, so frame four will now be named frame three.  It gets confusing and if
you mix them up, the animation may look jerky.
ThatÕs why weÕve included an ImageReady action that
will do this for you.  

Remember too, you can save a precise, antialiased
mask for each graphic.  That makes compositing easy.
You can add all sorts of effects and filters, and
without altering the background.  And thatÕs not all.  

Painter 6 now lets you size nozzles by setting Size as
Pressure on the Expression palette.  The Expression
palette has other options as well, and they open many
doors.  They can also create problems.  Setting the
Angle slider to zero helps.  Limiting the selected
options helps too.  When all else fails, close and
relaunch Painter.  Here's a example of what Pressure
as Size can do. 

One Last Word,

My favorite tool for editing GIF animations is ImageReady, which comes with PhotoShop 5.5.  ImageReady will open PainterÕs GIF animation and
let you do all sorts of things to individual frames, not the least of which is crop, reverse the frame sequence, tween and apply layers across frames.  It
also letÕs you tweak compression to the best setting possible, and then previews it for you.  These are very handy and powerful tools that can help to
speed the process.

Hopefully, the tutorial has given you a few ideas.  If you can do this to a simple text graphic, the same applies to illustrations, and they can make for
very sophisticated works of ÒmovingÓ art.  That, and animated buttons, will be the subject of the next tutorials.

Have fun...
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